

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































housing.	 So	 the	 literature	 below	 on	 housing	 is	 meant	 to	 be	 read	 as	 context	 to	 help	
understand	the	housing	dimension	amongst	the	other	dimensions	of	what	my	samples	

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































institution	 uses	 this	 power	 to	 objectify	 subjective	 knowledge	 so	 that	 this	 knowledge	

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SA1	 Y	 Low	 H	 A	 N	
KM2	 Y	 Low	 L	 C	 Y	
OWJ3	 N	 High	 H	 C	 Y	
JW4	 N	 Average	 Av	 C	 Y	
JSM5	 Y	 Low	 Av	 C	 Y	
NS6	 Y	 Low	 H	 C	 N		
LB7	 N	 Low	 Av	 C	 Y	
HI8	 N	 Average	 H	 AC	 Y	
LH9	 Y	 Low	 H	 A	 N	
RW10	 N	 Low	 L	 C	 Y	
AK11	 Y	 Low	 Av	 C	 Y	
AD12	 Y		 Low	 L	 C	 Y	
MJ13	 Y	 Low	 L	 C	 Y	
LLC14	 Y	 Low		 L	 CM	 Y	
TA15	 Y	 Average	 Av	 C	 Y		
KP16	 Y	 Average	 H	 A	 N	
TL17	 N		 Low	 Av	 C	 Y	
HO18	 N	 High	 H	 A	 Y		
MJG19	 N	 Average		 Av	 C	 Y		































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































R) What is being black, what does being black mean to you and are there specific ways of 
being black? 
 
KM2) Being black yeah you gotta work more yeah a bit more work and try and achieve 
more, it’s more of a struggle being black than being white that’s about it really. 
 
R) Why do you think that struggle is there? 
 
KM2) Cause we’re black white people look over us they don’t look over us in a way that we’re 
equal there’s still that little banter between us. 
 
R) What do you think that’s down to what part of being black do you think that’s down to 
why does that happen? 
 
KM2) They’re trying to undermine us it happens because they don’t really trust us they don’t 

























She has always just explained to me that it is going to be more difficult for me, because I am 
black and I have accepted that, and I actually understood what she is saying through 





























Stereotyping can affect a person in every way shape and form, whether it is getting into a 
















Well um being black it’s not really any different from being any other type of race but then 
there are things that come with it obviously for young black men of my age to succeed is a bit 




It just means that I have to conduct myself a bit better outside of school and outside of home to 
not be stereotyped by other people cause that’s what most people tend to do now days. And it 
does mean that we have to try that little bit harder to succeed better in life. 
 
This	 respondent	 (JW4)	mentions	 the	 fact	 that	 “we	 have	 to	 try	 harder”	 twice	 in	 two	
different	statements,	which	clearly	shows	that	it	is	a	central	theme	in	his	mind	perhaps	
embedded	within	 him	 by	 parents,	 others	 or	 personal	 experience.	 He	 also	mentions	
this	 theme	 generally	with	 no	 reference	 to	 how	 it	 impacts	 upon	 him	 in	 a	 positive	 or	
negative	way,	 however	 he	 comes	 from	 a	 two	 parent	 family	which	 is	 relatively	 strict	
















I do notice a considerable difference between a white boy and myself, for instance they, their 
culture they might have a bit more leeway than me in certain things and they may act in a 
different way around certain people than me and they might, like applying for colleges might 


















Well basically my dad showed me that em obviously because we are living within the western 
culture that it’s going to be harder for black people to get jobs to em become like productive. 
What my dad usually tells me is em like when you’re going out there for jobs and stuff that 
it’s going to be harder because em not that white people are more racist but that they will 
prefer to choose someone of their own race because they can relate to them much better but 




guy just to show that I’m up there because he says if a white guy has a grade B and I have a 
grade A the white guy is still more likely to get the job over me and he just says I will have to 




It’s kind of hard because obviously I know like um we do get treated a bit differently from like 
white guys like obviously if I go out my dad… Cause my dad works in like the law firms up 
London and he says when he looks around him he don’t see no black guys like he says he be 
walking up, I don’t know say he works up London like up in the city so he say he will look 
around and he hardly see’s any black guys and he says if he sees a black guy he will go and 
approach him and then they will start a conversation because obviously it is very hard for a 
black guy to get a job in the city like greater London so my dad says he walks around he’s in 
his work place and he says there’s like about twenty white guys, one Asian guy and one black 
guy and that’s him so what I’m saying is it’s very hard for black guys to um achieve something 





































R) And what would you say is some of the things that is mainly positive like some of the main 
positive things that you’ve been taught like as you’ve been growing up, by mum or dad or 
whoever? 
 
MJG20) How I conduct myself how its gonna, in the job industry and stuff its gonna be 
harder for me getting a job being black but em but the way I conduct myself and not kind of 
giving people the negative reaction they’re looking for as a stereotype. 
 
R) Of course yeah, it’s only natural, so you’ve got quite a pro education attitude then really is 
what I am getting from you, you value your education and you really want to do well? 
 
MJG20) Yeah, I do want to do well, I don’t take everything too seriously yeah I think cos um 
when you take things too seriously you end up in like stressing yourself out and things like 
that, I’m going to have to, I need to do well because for me I had to have a kind of I could have 
better qualifications than a white guy, and when we both go for the same interview and he 
could get it, so I need the kind of, I need A*’s and he needs B’s for us to be on level ground like 
that so I know that, it’s not going to be easy, I’m going to be doing research and things so I’ve 






















R) But what I’m saying is there are boys living their blackness out but through chaos? 
 
KP16) I see but, I think the reason why they are really doing that is cause a lot of inequality is 
really going on around and it might get to them too much and then they probably don’t know 
how to succeed in life cause for example if, let’s say if a White person for example it has 
happened my parents have said it many times if a white person does get a (B) grade and you’re 
going for the same course as a black person and they are racist racism in it lets say and if you 
get an (A*) grade they are likely to choose their own kind basically so… 
 
R) (A), (B), even though you got an (A*)? 
 
KP16) Yep, so it’s like the pressure is on you and you just need to know your place you 
going to cause some places they can be a bit racism there. 
 


















































































































































If say I’m speaking to say a white person in particular I would have to show that I am 

















I think it is very important, I mean being black is my identity for instance and also I think it’s 
something that I sort of thrive on, cause people see me and they think, is he intelligent, well, but 
then I‘ll show them like for instance, I’m sure when people see me they don’t think I’m good at 






















































[…] Because my colour says I am a black man, yeah I have to be successful as a black man; 


























Being black means to me means to be honest is something I’m proud of I mean obviously it 
will be a challenge cause people, the way for instance I dress or the way I, the people I 
associate with people see me on the street and probably think that I’m automatically a hood 
rat or something like that but I believe that stereotypes such as that I don’t think, I think 
people need to get to know the black community more. 
 
He	(HI8)	goes	on	to	state:	
Yeah I think um, I think there are like for instance the way we dress we all probably dress 
different from another race for instance like em… hoods but we don’t wear hooded tops to 




I think I can overcome the stereotypes that are labelled of us because um I like to think of 
myself as, I like to think of myself as someone who is out going someone you can communicate 
with almost everyone and I think maybe, maybe just looking at me maybe that doesn’t really 
come across but I think um, yeah I think I can overcome the stereotypes about black people 
being bad news black people always being in trouble I think yeah I think I can overcome that 




[…] I mean being black is my identity for instance and also I think it’s something that I sort of 
thrive on, cos people see me and they think, is he intelligent, well, but then I’ll show them like 
for instance, I’m sure when people see me they don’t think I’m good at English, but English is 













































[…] Like media when you talk about black people it’s mostly knife crime they don’t think of 
really talk about the good things the only one good thing I’ve really heard on the news is one 
black president Barack Obama and that’s it so most people just think ok if that’s how black 

































[…] Like people would expect me to wear a hoodie if you know what I mean but I don’t do it 










weapons and stuff, but obviously you get put in positions because of who you are, like you are 
getting put in positions like your stereotyped to do it as a black youth, so like it wouldn’t make 
a difference to most people whether you do it or not because to them your just the same as 
































[…] Most people just think oh cause your black and you live in a rough area that you’re 



















of being black, there are good ways and there are bad ways, like good 
ways portraying a different image that is held towards stereotypical black person, and 
obviously the bad ways of a stereotypical black person, crime violence and all of that so yeah 
that’s what being black generally means to me. 
	





















[…]	Some people have the wrong perception of young black males in groups, and they could 
just be friends but some people automatically have the wrong concept of doing, or being 
around you and there, you automatically feel a bit awkward sometimes, and I never really feel 
awkward going to other places but sometimes you just see some slight looks sometimes, you 
don’t feel out of place but it doesn’t feel very comfortable. The media is just, like you can 
change it but you need a lot of work to change it, and it is not very easy, it won’t be very easy 
to change, unless people are more co-operative in the communities, and don’t just believe that 







































































[…] A black person, if there was some type of trouble on the street say involving white people 




TA15) Yeah like stuff such as like your parents will tell you certain things, but your not 
exactly going to follow it straight away until you learn it for yourself, like I was stopped and 
searched because a firework was let off but you were surrounded by, there was a few black 
people but the rest of them was Latin but straight away we was the first persons they spoke to 
and the first people searched and put in the back of the van to be searched and stuff. 
 
TA15) But at the same time the actual people that did have the fireworks, were the South 
American people but… 
 































































R) Ok, do you think being black gets you into trouble with teachers? 
 
MJ14) Um cos I go to a multi-racial school I wouldn’t say it gets me into trouble with teachers, 
but I’d say outside of school then, if I am with a group of black boys and we saw another group 
of a different race, we would say yeah if police was going past us they would rather 
discriminate us black boys than the other group. 
 
R) Ok, do you think that being black is hard work sometimes in society do you think it’s a hard 
job being a black boy in society? 
 
MJ14) It can get a bit tough at times, walking down the road, and then yeah you get people 
watching you, like you get the police watching you, they in the car, they staring at you, 
watching your every move yeah. 
 
R) There is a lot of surveillance for black boys then? 
 





















































AD12) If I describe it, its like is being black is like there is a power inside of me that I have to 




R) […] Do you find that society in a way, do you find that society in a way is scared of that 




it, you know we don’t understand what it is, its not the way we feel so therefore if we sense any 
of that blackness then we are shutting up shop? 
 
AD12) Yeah, yeah. 
 









R) Right, ok so really an end to racism would be acceptance of that? 
 
AD12) Yeah who we are. 
 
R) And exploring what that means and teaching black kids what that means and 
accepting that in society? 
 







































Yeah I do think there is something unique there because like going back to the culture its sort 
of like, how do I put this, the fact that it is very, very different and abstract to the rest of 
society and I think it gives it a very unique kind of original flavour and obviously black people 
generally, are perceived as having a lot of rhythm and stuff like that, I think it comes from, 
the rest of society looking at black people in a different way generally anyway, so I would say 












































Yeah because it’s just like how, like a lot of black people do a lot of gestures while their 
speaking and things and I think it comes back to like, like my sister she studies anthropology 
so where it all comes back to how you perceive different things, like things that, that some 
black people would say metaphors and things would make White people think that they’re a 
bit mad but they’re not it’s just the way that, cause that isn’t something that a White person 


























































































































































































R) Because knowing who you are, that blackness that you describe inside, surely that’s 
equally as important as your academic study, or what do you think, do you think there’s…? 
 
AD12) Its equally important cause like going on a computer you gotta learn how to use it 
before you can do it properly if you can understand what I’m saying so if you don’t know who 
you are properly you don’t know how to use it if you understand what I’m saying. 
 
The	respondent	(AD12)	and	I	(R)	engage	in	another	small	dialogue	here:	
R) Ok, so even though you were raised in a well-structured house, your mum gave you 
discipline, you still needed the knowledge to sort of keep you, is it that you need the discipline 
and the knowledge? 
 






R) You need the discipline structure and you need the knowledge of who you are and where 









Yeah I do, as I said about black history, it’s like it’s not really important in this school but it is 
important to me as a black person, like we need to express it because I don’t talk to a lot of um, 
Caucasian kids and they think that black history is not important to them and they shouldn’t 
learn, but I think that you should learn it so we can understand more about who we are, and 































“The totality of a peoples lived experience, encompassing issues of culture, economics, politics, 
development, and spirituality, which provide the cornerstones for discussing a people’s 






















TA15) I think it was Malcolm X that said if you don’t know where you have come from then 
you won’t know where you are going, something like that, but I don’t think your past will 
exactly effect your future, especially something that you personally haven’t even done, but at 
the same time it is good to know what you’ve gone through or your people have gone through, 
right so then you can relate that to the present day situations, such as let’s say you’re a 
lawyer, and you’re in court they will relate what happened in the past like past case , to the 
present case, and they will pick out certain attributes that made the case go in certain way, or 

















TA15) Yeah basically it’s just as simple as, for instance what we learn in class, might be the 
present but then a moment on it would become the past, so we have to because stuff lives so 
quick like that, as if, the past knowledge that we have learnt, we have to then put it into play 
with what happens in the present, or what we are going to do in the future, and just use it as a 
























R) Yeah, so because you’ve got people like Shakespeare and you’ve got people, you know the 
top Aristotle one of the top European philosophers who can explain through their way of 
interacting with the world, what makes sense for them and they’ve produced art that makes 
sense of European consciousness, so then, if there was something in school which, African 













R) Ok, so yeah there needs to be more of that in the curriculum, and that would hold your 
attention a lot more, and help you academically? 
 







































R) And would you be less distracted if you were taught more about blackness 
 
 
KM2) Yep, yeah, Id like to know more about black history but we don’t have that source no 




R) And that doesn’t interest you at all? 
 
 


































TL17) I’ve learnt about history in this country numerous of times could be the same things 
over and over again like for example the Tudors I’ve learnt in so many different years about 
the same thing and it gets drilled into your head about that but then they, its like you learn 








































R) Ok, do you think there could be more knowledge, do you think there could be more taught 
about black knowledge do you think that there is a lack of black culture generally in this 
country, do you think there is a lack of knowledge do you think there needs to be much more 
knowledge on black culture and black history? 
 
MJG19) I think yes ‘cos there’s, we cover a lot of things ‘cos I do history at GCSE and we 
cover a lot of history but I don’t understand how black history can’t be covered ‘cos that is 
such a significant part of history and like um, I think it is as signify cant if not more significant 
than the amount of time we spend on wars and talking about wars which we need to learn 
about but I think black history is very important especially for kids that haven’t been taught 
it, they would want to know about their history and it was a big thing, ‘cos we don’t get taught 
















































TA15) Yeah basically, how can I say this, we study pretty much about every civilization from 
every part of the world, but the one thing we don’t really touch on is, stuff about Africa and 
stuff about the Caribbean and stuff about black people, and that, I think that is missing like a 













































R) […] Do you think there is a lack of knowledge about what being black means in general, I 
mean do you think you could know a bit more, do you think knowing a bit more about black 
culture would help you, and do you think that there is, do you think that knowledge about 
black culture, do you think there is enough knowledge about black culture in general, in school 
and generally do you think there could be a lot more knowledge around about black culture 
and black heritage and where black people have come from and black philosophy and black 
you know kind of cultural things, do you think that could be much more implemented within 
school and that could make a bigger difference and do you think that there is a lack generally 





TL17) […] It’s like you learn less about black history even though there was such a huge vast 
area of it and they could be from slavery we didn’t really learn much from that and we‘ve 
learnt about the basic the main people like Martin Luther King and all those other big name 
people but that’s just in recent history and we aint learnt about things from the 20th, or 19th 
century and the 18th and going back and we don’t really understand why a lot of things were 
done we were just taught how it happened and how things have changed how we are now, and 
how they could have been if all that didn’t happen. We learn about European explanations of 
different countries going to say, going to Australia and taking over but we don’t learn about 
how it was before they got there and we don’t learn about what was it like, how the people 
were, cause obviously there are still Aborigines there but their just a very small population of 
Australia and you don’t get to see how they are and even now you don’t really get to see how 
they are because it’s just it’s a lot of white culture there and there are a lot of Asian culture 
there but you don’t see the original people there and the same could be said for South Africa 
and say I don’t know like Jamaica like we were taught about people who were moved from 
Africa to Jamaica but we weren’t told what was there before cause I really do not know what 
was there before the Africans were moved there so I would like to know about that and before 
Europeans got to Africa what was there and how the life was and how different was it from 
Europe and the Americas there are huge differences but we really only learn about European 




there before we just know that there was Indians there but not about what the life was there so 
I think the education could be better but I don’t know if the teachers themselves know what 














































TA15) I’m proud to be black, but I just don’t think people recognize what black people have 
done for the world, what’s actually been their role in certain developments that we just see as 
an everyday thing now, and yeah how we also shaped the world it wasn’t just White people or 
Asian people or just other people, or south American people doing it and we actually played a 



























SA1) Well at first I had come yeah I thought people are not going to like me because I am 
black, but when I came I changed my mind totally because given people like white, Asian they 
all accept it. So I think it’s alright, and that does not actually affect me though ‘bout being 
black or anything, I’m just alright like. I think there’s a conducive environment for me to just 
concentrate on what I want to do, yeah, so I don’t think but there could be like, but no matter 
how like no one is perfect and nothing is I would say, not because something might be good, 
you can do something to make it better yeah, but to me it’s alright. 
 


















I’m not sure, yes and no because considering that not all black boys are from the same back 
ground like different countries I mean like nationalities, I think that eventually there would 
be, it wouldn’t work good because of now that there are loads of black boys that are racist 
towards each other but not as a serious racist just like jokes like your African your Jamaican 
your Ghanaian whatever, but I think that eventually that will just get out of hand and become 






















[…] It just determines who I am like it lets you know your background basically, because 
without your background you don’t know your history, if you don’t know your history then 




















I think it would definitely help people choose a different path, but I don’t think it will make us 
more knowledgeable in school or completely eradicate that way of thinking, ‘cos I believe no 
matter how well you have been brought up, no matter how much knowledge you have, I believe 
you are susceptible to people who influence you, I believe it can help definitely, ‘cos me myself 




people who may lead me down a bad path, that’s helped me so I believe, it’s helped me but it 
hasn’t helped me not be influenced but it’s helped me to be myself sort of thing and to be 
























R) What would be the best way of getting some armor for these chaps that um… or ok because 
you know you did say at this age, the identity is semi set, so for those children who don’t have 
that parental structure at home from a young age, do you think there is something we could 
give them in schools that would help those kids who don’t have the family back ground at home 
to get what they need regarding their identity and knowledge of their identity in schools, could 
that help to set the structure if the parental structure is not there? 
 
LH9) You can start of like discipline or teaching them about like culture, there cultural 
discipline or like again like, respect or given them like I think there most important thing is 
like, to give you a goal of life, like something in which is a goal in life which is the most 




with the morals you’ve had as a child, with your goals it’s, I think you need that, like give 


















































































































































































R) Ok, would you say that um, does being black get you into trouble with teachers, and if it 
does get you into trouble with teachers, why do you think that might be? 
 
AK11) Well I don’t think being black will get you into trouble with teachers, but there is a 
lot of black kids that keep getting into trouble, and teachers think and aim at us thinking 




seems like when they come to us, they don’t really bother because, they just seem like we are 
just wasting their time. But when it’s the other kids now they will go to them and they start 
thinking oh alright then they are going to listen, we should spend more time with them and 
then yeah. 
 
R) So you think that really teachers can identify black pupils as being a waste of their 
time? 
AK11) Yeah, I think that’s true because when… I could do something bad, and then after that 
one teacher will have that impression of me with all the other black kids, and then it’s just 
their attitude against them like and how they treat them. 
 
R) So teachers can stereotype from one black person or black boys in this school black boy’s 
behavior, teachers can use that one black boy’s behavior and stereotype all black boys? 
 
AK11) Yeah, I think that is how it is really from my opinion. 
 
R) And how does that stereotyping and the way, that the teachers treat you, how does that 
make you feel towards your education, does that make you feel that, in those classes you can 
get ahead or does that distract you from your learning in that class? 
 
AK11) Well it may do sometimes ‘cos then I think what is the point of us bothering, because 
you try to put work in, you try to get help and there is like we don’t get… no interest shown 
back so sometimes I wonder if there is no point to be honest. 
 
R) So that makes you feel what’s the point in trying if the teachers aren’t going to 
support you? 
 











































R) So you think your academic achievement is in some way, is affected by negative teacher 
behavior? 
 
KM2) Yeah you could say that like sometimes, I’ll have my hand up but they wouldn’t want 
me to talk, like to say the answer, they will pick someone else, they’ll pick a white boy or 

















Yeah it does it does get you into trouble and because like for instance you could be wearing a 
hoodie in school and they probably think you’re in a gang and all that and they just stereotype 
you and then when you tell them something they don’t want to listen to you they think they’re 










R) So do you have a strong sense of justice? 
 
KM2) Yep, yeah I’m forever talking. 
 
R) So you talk quite a bit? 
 
KM2) Yeah I talk to be heard like on occasions when people telling something, I’ll just tell 
them, like no it’s not and use my mouth as a little weapon init. 
 
R) To defend? 
 
KM2) Yeah it’s a defensive thing, if they’re telling me something, and I know I aint dunnit, 
and I know that I’m right, and like I know I know I’m not guilty or summit like that, I’m just 
going to use my mouth and tell them straight. I aint gunna be quiet and like yeah I dunnit, I 
dint do nothing so I’m going to tell you I dint do nothing like yeah. 
 
R) So you feel that teachers are basically trying to disrespect you? 
  
KM2) Yeah it’s a disrespect thing, and like they don’t believe in us they don’t believe in us at 







[…] everything what is distracting me from academics is the lack of co-operation from certain 
teachers, it’s like as they say I’m mouthy init, but I’m only mouthy when I know I’m in the 
right, and like they’re telling me im in the wrong, and I know that I’m right, so I’m going to 
put up a little fight like just to be heard, them ones there. 
 
He	(KM2)	finally	concludes:	
[…] The way we talk is cause we got brought up behind a culture innit so we talk differently 
compared to them like for example we could say the same thing and get in trouble but the 
white boy would probably get let off and like the black boy will probably get in trouble cause 
probably say your rude you’re doing this your talking in a bad manner your talking loud but 
we’re not we just talking to project our voice for them to hear us not to feel undermined and 






































I think inside school with education like black boys find it harder to expand their knowledge 
and like find it harder to ask teachers for help and that but say you were a different race like 
they can put their hands up they be like sir can you help us but if one of us black boys was to 
do it they think ah straight he aint listening so we get disciplined more like so we get treated 










R) Yeah. Ok, so do you find that you express yourself, do you find that um, you know teachers 
have a negative response to you sometimes if you express yourself in a black way, or you know 
you express your culture in any way? Do you find that teachers pick up on that, and have a 
problem with that do you find that teachers are very sensitive to black expression or black 
culture, in any way? 
 
MJG19) Um not really that much, there’s not really a lot of teachers, yeah ‘cos there is a lot 
multi-cultural teachers now as well but then there is the occasional teacher’s that em, that kind 
of, almost if I said something and then a white boy also said the same thing they would take it 
as I’m being aggressive towards them like  they take a lot, there’s been examples where 
they’ve it’s been like I’ve said things and they’ve taken it like I’ve been very aggressive to 
them and taken it further where as it hasn’t happened to another boy that’s said it as well, so 





















R) Has a teacher said you know, maybe when your speaking like, you know your speaking to… 
or you know like, I don’t like that behavior or why did you kiss your teeth or…? 
 












R) So when you’re expressing your blackness, do you think that its when you express your 
blackness this inner thing inside that, do you find that you get criticized a lot when you express 
that? 
 
AD12) Yeah, because I think like most of the teachers think that everyone should be one way 
instead of, I there’s two ways there’s the other way and there’s the black way if you 
understand what I’m saying so everyone should be the one way instead of the way that we 


















































No I don’t believe teachers would cause me problems because I’m black but I believe maybe 
the way I act because I’m black like for instance defending yourself, so for example if I’m 
having a joke with my friend because we’re black we will have a lot of banter like teachers 
may see that as being us being rude to each other us being disruptive and may send us out I 
don’t think they will get us into trouble just because we’re black but maybe the way we act 































TA15) Stuff like based on talent, not really academic stuff, like music acting and art and stuff 
like that, even performing arts, is usually associated with black people, because we have got 
quite a few people that actually excel in that, and even sports but academic stuff, we don’t 
really get recognition for the people who actually are doing academic stuff. 
 
R) Why do you think that is, it is quite an important thing that you’ve just touched upon isn’t 
it the fact that you know kind of where black people excel, and black culture is more 
associated around music performing arts, and you know these things, and not really in an 
academic domain, really. Why do you think that is, what do you think it is about kind of, black 
culture that kind of is more, at the moment represented within those arena’s as opposed to the 
academic arena? 
 
TA15) Um academically majority don’t really get like, do something big, the majority don’t 
do something big but when it comes to stuff like sports or music, they are usually at the top of 
that, and it is just about what the majority is doing really. 
 
R) What the majority of people are doing? 
TA15) Yeah. 
 
R) So do you think then that, it’s really do you think if there could be, do you think if kind of, 
it could be, do you think if there was more popularity within academia then that more people, 
more black people would kind of go that route of academics? 
 
TA15) Yeah like if pressure is put on you and you’re expected to perform in a certain way, 
you’re likely to perform in that, such as black people are stereotyped to be good at sports so 

































R) Ok, your focus now and everything is ok, alright ok well I think probably now, really I 
think we have  pretty much got that up, and you wouldn’t really say that there is any teacher 
racism would you that exists at all do you think there is any racist teachers? 
 





























R) Ok so it’s to be more like him really isn’t it, and um now how do you find that teachers 
react to you? Do you find that teachers in any way stereo type you as a young black man in 
class? Or do you find that they you know get on very well and that teachers push you and are 
fighting in your corner, or do you feel that there’s any conflict at all? 
 
NS6) Umm I don’t think so um, most of the black people that I know that I generally share a 
classroom with if they have the potential and they want it that much the teacher will push 
you, to show the best side of you, the best you can do and get you on the right path to success 
and excellence so I would say yeah. 
  
R) So you believe that achievement comes from within that you are the controller of your 
destiny? 

























RW10) Yeah I get on well with teachers yeah we have an understanding even we’re doing the 
work like, and there is like boundaries like when I can walk around with teachers and we can 
have a laugh and jokes, and then there is times where we get serious and do the work, even 
though we are still doing the work, we still find time to like make jokes, so it’s not all just work, 
work, work and play, play, play it’s like mixed up together so you can enjoy it. 
 
R) Ok and do you find that any of the teachers give you a particularly hard time? 
 
RW10) Um no not really, I don’t find, mainly when they are saying catch up with the course 
work and stuff, that’s about it really. 
  
R) So there is no body who really singles you out for your behavior, like singles you and says 
I don’t really like that behavior or be more quiet or your disrupting the class nothing like 
that? 
 
RW10) Nah I don’t really get the teachers to say that ‘cos normally when, if I am like 
disrupting the class it’s not just like, I’m not doing it to actually disrupt, I’m talking about the 


















R) And um really the teachers you, it’s a situation where you, the teachers really push you to 
do well? 
 
SA1) Well I like the teachers who are here because they are always there to provide the help 
if I need yeah, sometimes after school or something I go to the teacher oh, I wasn’t here 
during the time you were teaching but could you help me yeah, they’re always ready to help 
me all of the teachers that’s one thing I like about the teachers. 
 
R) And do you think that’s because of the way that you are they know that you are, they 
see that you’re a positive chap? 
 
SA1) I don’t really know but I think that would be a factor though yeah. 
 






























Yeah, We need more history we need to know more about black people cause in this school 
I’ve stressed it a lot to the teachers like when black history month, yeah we just hear ok its 
black history month there’s nothing to celebrate it nothing to say yeah its here some people 
forget sometimes I forget like October’s the black history month cause I don’t know enough 


































R) Okay what do you think about the idea, I mean it touched on it briefly as with regards to 
language but what do you think, what do you think about, if there was more taught about 
black ness, black history and black culture and black heritage? I mean are you already quite 
knowledgeable on you know kind of black culture and you know the history and, do you know 
a lot about that at the moment or is that something that you would like to have more of in 
class? 
 
HI8) It’s definitely something I’d like to know more of I mean, I would say I know a lot, but I 
would say for me personally I don’t know as much as I would like to, I don’t know in my 
opinion I don’t know enough, I mean I know a lot but I think it is important for black people to 
know where they originated from where they came from, so yeah I definitely think in this 
school I think definitely is something that should be touched on more, ‘cos um I remember I 
think it was February there was a bisexual gays and Lesbian month, remember they had an 
assembly about that and it allowed erm, people who were of that kind to step forward but in 
black history month, we didn’t really do anything which I think erm, I think that’s something 






































Yeah it would be a better classroom. Like in year 9 we done history and that, but didn’t learn 
nothing about black history month until miss took us out in to little groups, she talked about 
Kunta Kinte, talked about Shaka Zulu, all black history. Like a lot of thing init from what I 






















of knowledge about what black culture means, about what it is and what is involved in black 
culture? Do you think that there is a lack of knowledge about what actual black culture is? 
 
RW10) Um I think so yeah ‘cos when I was year 7 and we done like black history month we 
didn’t really learn much about it we just learnt basics like just the simple stuff slavery in 
history terms and that was it, there wasn’t much going behind the scene’s and how it came 
about or why it started or hearing views from both sides you just kind of heard views from 
































[…] At this school really we don’t really focus on black history at all and the majority of us 
are black. Like for instance a few years ago what was it, it was black history month and then 
we had someone come in to talk to us about the holocaust, it wasn’t so much like say we hate 
Jews or whatever but we all felt offended, because the one month that we actually get to learn 
about our race or our history like that was kind of like taken away from us when there’s 















Actually there is one teacher she does, she tries to show us the black achievement so that we 
can find our own achievement. She’s the one teacher cause she does ACE with us so she shows 































HI8) I think yeah I do I think we do something in our school called ACE project I don’t know 
if you’ve heard of it? 
 
R) I’ve heard about it briefly… 
 
HI8) Where we have a black teacher she gathers all the black or ethnic people all in one class 
and she puts questions to us which enables us to think about ourselves and would we behave in 
a certain way if we were put in a certain situation and that’s helped us think outside of the box 
and helped us think about ourselves and its helped me its helped me stay, its been a major 
factor in me being able to be comfortable within myself and be comfortable as the person I am 
and not be led astray. So I think definitely that can help definitely but I think, I think maybe 
the teachers have to be a certain race to be able to interact I think for instance if you wanted 
to connect properly with white people I think you‘d have to have a white teacher, if you 
wanted to connect properly with Turkish people Turkish teacher, black people a black 



























R) So do your parents communicate a lot with the school, or is there a lot of communication 





KM2) Yeah she does, like there’s a aspire thing init basically for black people that has got the 
potential to achieve and do well, and since then it’s just shown up her vision and tactics and all 
that, yeah just trying to succeed init just pushing you on. 
 
R) So whats the main thing that aspire teaches you? 
 
KM2) Succeed respect and achieve that’s it. 
 
R) So succeed respect and achieve? 
 
KM2) Yeah those three words. 
 
R) That’s the main, does that help you to be respectful? 
 
KM2) Nah I already had respect so that didn’t really help me, it’s just the revision and the 
learning tactics and that yeah. 
 
R) What are the learning tactics? 
 
KM2) Revising and not talking in lesson listening to teacher, I know that init, simple things 
like that. 
 
R) So there’s nothing special in the, is there any black knowledge in aspire then? 
 




there’s no history and that. 
  




R) And do you think that’s helping, do you think that’s helping black boys here? 
 
KM2) it’s helping, yeah it’s helping, if you wanna take it in, if you wanna listen and take it 
in. Like for me now it’s helping still, like I’ve changed my ways I’ve started revising and 





























































































































































































































HI8) I think, things such as from an early stage being given responsibility by parents to do 
things such as wash dishes for instance I started washing dishes, people may think its young 
like other races they may think its young but for black people, I started washing dishes in 
primary school for instance, and erm I may say that to someone else and they make think 
wow I know my kids my kids are teenagers and they don’t wash dishes, but yeah I started 
erm things such as washing dishes doing chores around the house like not every weekend but 
like cleaning my own room maybe mopping the kitchen floor for instance and erm yeah so I 
think, yeah there’s a lot of things in my household such, and being able to cook from an early 
age as well, so yeah I think we’re given a lot of responsibility as erm youths as young black 
people so yeah. 
 
R) Would you describe that as discipline? 
 
HI8) Yeah definitely because um I think, being given responsibility at such a young age sort of 
enables us to mature quicker sort of thing and it also helps us in later life, when we have our 
own places and need to mop floors do chores and clean dishes and stuff so yeah and cook food. 
R) And has that come from your parents, has that come from the way that you have been 
raised as a person, um do you think they have instilled that in you do you think they have 
drummed that into you to be a responsible young man who doesn’t get yourself into trouble, 
Is there a you know is there things that you just wouldn’t dare do because you could never go 
home and reveal that to your parents? 
 
HI8) Definitely and I also think, it’s also part of maturing as well I’ve matured from how I was 
say two years ago and I now know that something which may seem cool to black people or to 
people my age really could be detrimental to your health and detrimental to your career, when 
your older if you want to be something successful and you have a criminal record for instance 
or you smoke and you have black lungs for instance then um yeah that’s going to affect you 
long term, so I believe yeah, me maturing I think that’s probably been a bigger thing my 





(a) view pregnancy as God’s approval of the ancestors’ wish that representatives be sent to 
the community; 
(b) Desire many children; (c) place a high socioeconomic and emotional value on 





















I’ll set out what I think is the West Indian way. It’s all about responsibility for the kids. 
Kids have work to do as soon as they can work. As long as you can push a broom one of 
your jobs can be sweeping up the floor or the yards. If you’re old enough to run the 
vacuum cleaner, if you’re tall enough to reach the shelves, you can dust the shelves. Once 
you can negotiate the sink and all that, you can wash the dishes you can clean the tub you 
can always make your own bed. So that’s one thing. You start working very early. I don’t 
know anybody, any West Indian who did not have chores as a child. So I that’s a very… 

























They taught me a lot about black culture and a lot about how far black people have come and 
for instance my mum is Nigerian and she’s taught me a lot about her time in Nigeria, and I 
think that’s also allowed me as a person who’s grown up in England to sort of appreciate what 
I have cause a lot of the time I take it for granted, the bed I sleep in at night the food I eat, I 
probably take for granted I know its bad but I probably take it for granted but then, when my 
mum tells me how she used to have to walk for miles just for water how she used to, how she 
never used to know what she’d be sleeping on that night I think it enables me as a person to 
appreciate what I have more and maybe, maybe just to try and help people, less fortunate 







LH9) Um I don’t think there is specific ways of being black, but people like see it like a 
certain way of how you live like your parents are supposed to be strict […]  
LH9) I think when people say being black is how you were raised up is… example is like again 
as I said like, your parents being strict some people say that maybe if your not black your 















R) Ok and so would you say that discipline is part of being black then, discipline plays a part 
in black families and the way that kind of your raised and you know that strong sense of 
discipline really? 
 
LH9) Yeah I think so because; if I didn’t have my parents I don’t think I would be achieving 
what I am achieving now. 
 
R) Ok so let’s get in to that then, let’s delve a little deeper into that, ‘cos that sounds 
interesting, so how would you describe really the way that you have been raised and kind of 
the values that have been imparted to you and that whole process, describe that for me? 
  
LH9) For example I have got a big family, so you learn to respect people you learn to, like to 
share things you learn to respect your parents also, or whatever they say, as you get older you 



































LH9) Uh, Like I said before like respecting the elders is a thing, which is actually imprinted 
into me like whatever my mum says goes… mostly its respect, I think is the thing, the culture 
thing which is my mum actually tells me of, respect yourself and the other’s round you. 
 
R) Ok, anything specific in the actual structure the discipline or the ways that you are expected 
to…? 
 
LH9) The discipline is there, that’s when you start learning that the discipline from home as 
well that I told you about respect and again that you are, that you don’t talk back its still there 













R) […] One thing I have to say is, I’ve not been in this country for quite a long time. I came 
here in 2009. So I would say obviously most of my education background is from Africa, not 
here, and like how we are being taught at schools like the discipline I received ‘cos obviously I 
went to a catholic school. So like it’s very disciplined. So when I came here that shouldn’t have 
changed my mind because I see people, although I see people being rude to teachers and stuff 
that, it shouldn’t give me an excuse to also be rude. Yeah ok so I just go about doing my own 
thing and that’s now, what’s the point in being rude to your teachers. These are people who 
are imparting knowledge to you, to help you with your future. Why should you be rude to 







I’d say one, in Africa like, basically in this country like we don’t use canes and like don’t beat 
students when they do something wrong, but in Africa they do. If you do something wrong the 
teacher is gunna cane you, use the cane on you, yeah and even if you don’t do your homework 
or something yeah they do that. So if you don’t want to be caned then, obviously, you have to 
do your homework and you have to be disciplined, like getting to school on time and you can 
never, you can’t even dare think about like, standing in front of the teacher and exchanging 
words with him or her you can’t even do that. One thing I realize in this country, like oh some 
students are being rude to teachers but you can’t even think about doing it in Africa, because 
obviously how you’ve been brought up from your childhood. Like they bring you up in a way 
where you have to respect not only your parents but everyone who is older than you, even if 
the person is two years older than you, you have to give him that respect because who knows 
probably he’s going to help you one day in the future, yeah and your teachers like they are 
basically your role models as well, so why should you be rude to your role models, yeah that 
kind of mentality. And also like one thing about going to a catholic school you’re being trained 
in a religious way, ok so that also helps yeah. 
He	(SA1)	concludes:	
	
Well now I talk about the morals because, basically um, from the movies I’ve seen, like back in 
Africa like, in different like countries in Africa and like um what I’ve read about them, still 
that moral culture still exists. I see like the respect for elderly people, every part of Africa that 
I know, I know that, that thing exists. Yeah like their respect for elderly people and also 
religiously like, although it’s not necessarily that all African countries are Christian countries, 














R) […] do you also get education from home? Do you, is there certain books or certain bit’s of 
literature that your mum has, or dad has, or other family members have kind of got you to 
read, or wanted you to do or private studies or you know, or do they talk a lot about culture 
and who you are? And have they talked a lot about kind of identity and what it means? Have 
they educated you in anything at home? Have they kind of educated you at all or in a 
particular way? 
  
SA1) Not really, but indirectly, like how they um act and like sometimes, what they might say 
but like type of like cultures, not necessarily what like um talking to me like um, as in like 
teaching the students like teaching but what they do and how they behave. First thing 
sometimes they might say something, that if you sit down to think about right you might think 
that it might be really from a cultural background or something, like they might say, 
sometimes my mum wouldn’t talk to me directly, she’ll just say something that I have to think 
about before I get what she’s trying to say, and it’s something that most times Africans adhere 
to because they like using wise sayings. 
 








R) Ok do you find that helps you to have, is that philosophy in a way kind of linked to the 
religious aspect or? 
 
SA1) Everything It’s just about like. You see back in the day like how the ancestors perceived 
things. So like probably they might have said something. So like the younger generation’s also 
like pick up from them and they also like, it’s kind of like from generation to generation, like 
what someone might say, how do I perceive other things. Yeah but it’s not everything that is 
true though, but that’s helped like my mum might say something but that might not 
necessarily mean it’s going to happen or it’s good too, but it’s just keeps you on guard or she 
might say something to prove its case but that doesn’t necessarily mean it’s going to happen, 



















R) Ok so your mum keeps quite close eyes on you? 
 
SA1) Yeah she does (chuckles). 
 
R) (Chuckles) ok so almost your home life and school is you know one it’s kind of… 
 
SA1) She gets mad with me, she like, if I’m not revising she gets very, really mad, yeah she gets 
really mad! If I’m about to write an exam yeah she makes me get a photocopy of my timetable 












NS6) Um, My parents grew me up to be like well respected, respect my elders and to have 
manners, especially my grandma growing up with her taught me a lot when mum wasn’t there, 
ummm… as along with lots of other stuff, its great! 
 
R) So you would say it has given you discipline? 
NS6) Yeah lot’s. 
 
R) And does being a black male mean for you in the way that you carry yourself in the way 
that you walk, you talk you carry yourself, what does being a black male mean you know 
what does that mean to be a black male in the way you express yourself in the way you carry 





NS6) Um it means being a bigger man and also being more mature, some well in Jamaica most 
Jamaicans or kids you hear will say that they were brought up with discipline and not many 
people in the UK have that opportunity to be brought up like that so, I would say you have to 
raise the standards and be the bigger man and show that you are who you are. 
 




R) And that culture is really would you say really discipline and striving for excellence? 
 

























R) Ok um it’s very interesting because being black to you is something very positive, and 





OWJ3) Yeah it’s very inspirational. I don’t think err, if I was like from another race I would 
be doing so well in school, cause like I just see it as like from the stuff that your parents have 
rules and stuff, like I couldn’t like… I wouldn’t be allowed to like go out all night and like have 
a party at mine, just cause like at the end of the day its just massive consequences, like people’s 
houses get wrecked from having a party, but like my parents would never even like dare have 
anybody in the house that they don’t know and like loads of people in the house, cause they 
know, they think of the consequences already and so that’s why its kind of made me, as a 
person, that’s integrated to my color of my skin cause like its just like from little things like 
rules and regulations and stuff that’s what err, keeps err, that’s what makes you black really. 
 
R) And do you think that that discipline, that structure and discipline is uniquely black? 
 
OWJ3) Uh yeah I actually do believe that, ‘cos like for instance some of my friends they don’t 
exactly get the discipline and stuff and that’s why they gone into like rebelling against the 











R) What is the country of your origin? 
 
KP16) Nigeria, in Yoruba, that’s my tribe. 




R) And what was the education you had there, was it your primary education, that you had 
there, or did you have some of your secondary education there too? 
 
KP16) Primary education. 
 
R) And you explained the structure there was extremely disciplined? 
 
KP16) Yeah yeah definitely, It’s very disciplined the teachers are straightforward with you 
they’ll tell you straight about your life from the very beginning […] 
 




with your mum and dad? 
 
KP16) I live with just my mum. 
 
R) Just your mum ok, and your mum has very high, at home is very disciplined for you? 
 
KP16) She was really, she was more disciplined than me much more discipline because in her 
time in her time her parents used to lets say if she does something wrong like too extreme or 
maybe going to parties comes out late and stuff like that the parents might discipline her might 
even like in a way beat her basically but I don’t think that’s totally right but I don’t think its 
wrong either cause the parents should have control over their own child. 
 
R) Right, so does your mum discipline you, if you do things that are wrong, she gives you a bit 
of a clip round the ear? 
 
KP16) Well yeah she used to do that. 
 



































R) Do you find that teachers have got high expectations of you, and that your parents have got 
high expectations of you? 
 
TL17) My parent’s definitely do have high and because they wouldn’t really except me being 
stupid at school and like at parents meeting when teachers said I was polite my mum said 
immediately that I have to, because really she doesn’t want me to go off the rails and be stupid, 












R) You were born here ok, and in the way that you were raised, what sort of culture was 
dominant in the home, you know your parents, you know the country of origin of your parents, 
did that play a part in the culture, you know you were exposed to, in you being raised and 
were certain strong cultural things embedded within you as you were being raised and certain 
cultural things made aware to you, certain, a particular moral orientation and a particular 
form of discipline and a particular structure was there, is there any of that, that was quite 
unique for you, and that you would say was really coming from the culture of your mum and 
dad? 
 
HO18) I would certainly think so because, obviously to where society the way and African, 
African parents would raise their children is very different, and I think that played a part in 
how I am today because like I’ve learnt um everything about this kind of culture (the UK) like 
western culture but I’ve also found out about a different type of culture from my African 
heritage, and obviously it has taught me different things, in fact more things because I’m 













HO18) I think like discipline, like the discipline that my mum and dad gave me from a young 
age, I think that em, I think that certainly helped because like obviously because their coming 
from a different country and coming over here where discipline is very different, obviously its 
brought me up in a certain way and also the fact that an argument is that a black person has to 
work harder than somebody who has been born in this country their bloodline goes through 
this country and I think that also helps because it gives me, I’m not saying it gives everybody a 
higher work rate just for me particularly as a black person it gives me a higher work rate that 
I need to work hard so that I can have the same opportunities that people who have been born 
in this country raised by English parents I’ll have the same opportunities as they do. 
 
R) Ok, and do you think that there, do you think that the values, some of the values, you 
know that you have been raised with, you know some of the values, you know what’s right 
and what’s wrong? Do you think that there has been a strong orientation towards 
achievement, you know achieving excellence that really, you know you’re doing your 
education and that really that there is a strong very strong sense of discipline that really 
failure is not an option? 
 
HO18) I think I can speak for all black people I think it’s embedded in us from a young age 
that striving for excellence, trying to be the best you can be is very important and obviously 
education is very important because obviously our parents are coming from where education 
isn’t free it’s not as accessible. I would say that they understand its value a lot more than we as 
young black people do so they clearly want to embed it in us so that we can prosper in life more 
































R) And the kind of civilized way of living within that society and the real moral, has all of that 
been you know you’ve got a strong sense of that, and does that inform what black ness means 
to you, those things, that kind of culture, Ghanaian Nigerian culture that’s been put, is that’s 
what has formed your sensibility of blackness of what it is to be black? 
 
HO18) Yeah I think pretty much almost all of that, all of those teachings and like as you say 
legends and stuff I think all of that has played a part in my own definition of black because at 
the end of the day that’s what I know best, that’s what I know best, that’s what I know first-
hand about Ghanaian and Nigerian culture and that’s what I can, I can derive things from it 














R) Ok, and now we move onto the home environment so the way that your growing up is 
structured within the family environment, so kind of the structure that was there, did mum 
and dad raise you, you know the kind of values and culture that you were raised with, 
describe kind of the home structure to you been growing up and the main things that you have 
learnt and the main kind of environment that you are coming out of? 
  
RW20) First of all its discipline! It’s like your family, when, in the black culture I’m not 
saying all black parents are like that but in the black culture there’s a lot of discipline there 
and that’s why, I mean there’s obviously bad things that happen to the youth now days but 
there’s normally a lot of discipline at home and they teach you to behave in a certain way and 











R) So why do you think that is, is it because you feel you’ve got nothing to do at that time, 




R) 15 ok, 10 o’clock at night that’s uh, 10:30 at night isn’t that quite late? 
 
MJ13) Yeah I would say it is late but… 
 
R) To be actually leaving the house at 10:30? 
 
MJ13) Yeah I would say it is a bit late, yeah to be leaving the house it is late but… 
 
R) Cos even to be arriving that is quite late, to be arriving home at 10:30? 
 
MJ13) Yeah, it’s just motives for me to do just to hang out with my friends 
 
R) What does mum think about it, what does mum say? 
MJ13) Mum she doesn’t like me coming out of the house that much anymore, ‘cos there is a 




mostly try and keep me in the house more like, make sure… she doesn’t want me going out 
no more events that are going on, and that. 
 
R) So she doesn’t like you going out…? 
 
MJ13) Na she doesn’t like me going out because, cause of like my height and how I dress, I’d 
say how I dress yeah people always think people out on the road assume ahh look at him look 
at him he’s rich we might as well go and rob him and cause my mum knows that I’m not one to 
back down then she knows I’ll end up fighting them then I’ll cause she’s scared that I’ll get 
hurt in the worst way then she like… 
 
R) Has dad had much of an influence in your life or is it just you and mum? 
 
MJ13) It’s just me and mum. 
 
R) Do you think um if you had, had a father figure there to show you kind of more about what 
being a young black man was more about? Do you think that would have helped? 
 
MJ13) I think if he was there more than he actually could have helped me more, but I don’t 
think him to come now tomorrow next week, next year I don’t think it will help. 
 








R) Ok, ‘cos you’re a big boy now mum might struggle to keep you in? 
 
MJ13) Yeah she will struggle to do that she will find it hard to, find it harder to keep me 
under control, contain me and that, yeah. 
 






































































































































R) Does it help you to have a completely different picture of black culture, than other people 
have, do you feel that the negative side of what’s going on, these people on the road and doing 
the stabbings and these things that they’re convinced that what they are doing when they are 
stabbing one another and being on the road, do you find that they are convinced that is what 
black culture is? 
 
AD12) Yeah I think they are convinced that it is that but they need to learn the right way, I 
think everyone can change but if you learn the right ways it’s just more easier to picture in 
your mind than the wrong way. 
 
R) So is the right way the truth then that has been..? 
 
AD12) Yeah the right ways the truth yeah. 
 




R) Ok, so even though you were raised in a well-structured house, your mum gave you 
discipline, you still needed the knowledge to sort of keep you, is that you need the discipline 
and the knowledge? 
 
AD12) Yeah you need both. 
 
R) You need the discipline structure and you need the knowledge of who you are and where 



































R) So that helps really that helps with that quite a bit. Um so what do you think about the 
boys? Why do you think it is with boys that, with the whole knife and gun crime situation? Um, 
are you aware of the current knife and gun crime situation that exists amongst black boys in 
the uk? And what are your thoughts about that? What are your thoughts about the knife and 
gun crime? And why do you think that the knife and gun crime exists amongst black boys? 
What do you think the reason for that is? 
 
SA1) That’s something that I’ve been thinking about over a period of time and over and over 
again. The first thing that comes to my mind is peer pressure, and before someone could be 
pressurized into a group of gangs or something lets look about. Lets look at his home 




motivate you, to take your education seriously, then I don’t think you will say your gunna join 
any gang or something. And more over I think they maybe like, em, are there to using knives 
and guns because of how they have been treated by some other people of different races, I 
think that could also be a contributing factor. But their home background and their previous 
experience, I think that is the reason, but that actually shouldn’t give them the reason to use 




































R) Ok what do you think about the current knife and gun crime that’s going on out there, you 
know this wild west thing that is happening out there, I mean how do you see it, how do you 
make sense of it all, what’s the cause, why are these black boys murdering one another? 
 
LH9) Because I think it’s basically nothing to do, so they find something to do, they find that 
as entertainment, if they had something to do, if they had a structure or if they had discipline 
like parents, which I had, I don’t think they would be walking the streets at 10 o’clock or 11 
o’clock or anything like that. 
 
R) So really they lack structure? 
 
LH9) And discipline from their parents which, for a young age right now to tell someone who 
has already lost structure and discipline to be coming home by 9 or 8 o’clock, wouldn’t work 
because, at a young age they have been failed to be taught that, respect and listen to your 
parents structure where you would do what your told, but now it is too late. 
 
R) So do you think that some of these guys that are running out there, eager to show their 
friends, that they can stab somebody viciously or that they are able to shoot somebody and 
kill them, do you think some of these things are a desperate act to in some way affirm there 
black ness or to explore their blackness? 
 








LH9) It’s got nothing to do with blackness it’s the, again it’s the black teenagers who are, with 
the culture which that they are in, hip-hop world things like that is influencing them just not to 






















R) Are they trying to black do you think, are they trying to be black when they kill one 
another when they are on the street are they actually trying to be black or as black as they can 
be? 
 
HI8) Nah I wouldn’t say they are trying to be black, I think they are trying to sort of stamp 
their authority and I think is maybe something that has been influenced by black people for 
instance maybe American gangsters for instance people may see that and think ok I like what 
they are doing, that seems cool to me so if someone violates me then I may imitate what I have 









HI8) I don’t think this particular thing has something to do with parents ‘cos I believe your 
parent can raise you as well as they can, but you can come to school and you can be influenced 
by any one, and think that is right, I think what has changed me is the people I have grown up 
with, like my friends have changed me all of my friends are the same as me, we don’t look 




true to ourselves, we just want to like live life, live life like, live life happily sort of thing, and I 
think people who are in gangs have probably been influenced by older people, and all these 
people do XYZ and they think ok that’s cool, I want that protection so I’m going to go and 
join them and do XYZ as well, whereas me I don’t think it’s cool, I mean I think yes it may be 
cool now yes you may get status from it but 10 20 years along the line your going to think ok 
what have id one with my life, I’ve stabbed a couple of people, I’ve sold drugs what am I doing 
now, I can’t get a job now I’m struggling to find a employment for instance. I think that, that 































Well what I’m saying is I think it’s something to do with your friends like obviously I’ve had a 
good child hood in it, and what I’m saying is that I know I can respect my dad for that I take 
into consideration what my dad tells me I try to um make my dad proud and do things 
obviously my day knows where I’m heading in life but, there’s just little things like I don’t 
know I do something little and my dad will get vexed over it I don’t know, ‘cos I don’t wanna 
I’m not a street rat and I’m not one of them people that always in the house if you know what 
I’m saying, I’m more of a mixture like I see people hanging on road and just doing nothing but 
I’ve got a motive like if I’m on the road, I’m going somewhere, I’m going drama class I’m 
going football training, I’m going English class I’m doing whatever I’m not on the road for 
nothing if you know what I’m saying obviously once or twice on a Saturday I might just say let 
me hang around with these two girls but   only once in a while but obviously I know where I’m 
heading in life and my Dad knows I’m heading somewhere in life but it’s just tings where I’m 
at that age where I’m starting to make my own decisions and it’s kind of I don’t know… 
He	(LB7)	further	asserts:	
	
Well my Dad has always told me to be leader not a follower like he say’s always lead don’t 
follow and it’s a thing where, I’m at the age where like I’m making my own options like 
obviously I want to do, it’s my life if you know what I’m saying now like, but obviously I’m 
going to take on board whatever my Dad says I know that I’m going to get somewhere in life 
in it, I know I’m going to make my Dad proud but I’m just at that age where there’s a lot of 
controversy between me and my dad like, obviously I’m at that age where it’s kind of difficult, 
like I don’t want to end up as a like no street rat or nothing, but um I know I’ll be productive 
in  whatever I do like I’m motivated but I’m a bit tempted to be like on the road sometimes 
because I wanna be with my friends you get me. 
He	(LB7)	concludes:	
	
Well I see more than today, people just look at today, people that like my age 15/16 they just 
look at today they just think oh yeah if I stab this person today yeah, I’m going to get ratings 
today, but what they don’t realize is when a police man comes down there house arrest them 
puts them in a car or van and says they go court and get 5 years they not thinking about that, 
I think to myself I get the angel and devil technique, the angels near my head saying no, LB 
don’t go and stab the guys because if you get caught you’re going to have 10 years in prison 
and the Devil is like LB if you stab the guy you’ll get known, more girls will want to come to 




you go and shoot that guy you are going to get 15 years in prison, and they angel is like don’t 
shoot that guy go and get your GCSE’s so you can become something in life like you know 





































R) So you don’t think there is any negative forces of the road and friends and you know the 
road culture the popularity all of that side of things, is that what is kind of keeping you in a 
way from achieving more are you kind of being distracted by that side of things? 
 
LB7) Yeah I am, I’m not going to lie because where I live there is a lot people, like the people 
that live round my area most of them don’t go school, most of them like, they don’t go school 
most of them like their parents had them young in it, like their parents had them when they 
was like 16/17 like most of them they have no motive in life, like I have a motive in life I want to 
achieve my goal, but some of them they don’t have a goal some of them all they do is shot weed 
and I don’t know they just like ‘cos they want ratings from people so they shot weed, they sell 
drugs they do all of this stuff, to get ratings, it’s all about ratings if you know what I’m saying 
and obviously I live in an area, where there’s a lot of people that, they don’t really care they 
just look up to today, I look round at like I don’t know 10 o’clock I’ll be revising doing 
whatever I’ll look out of  my window and I’ll just see bare people my age just on the road 













I think people like, what’s it, I think the English youth look up to the American youth. When 
you look at that erm, like, when you look at films like erm (kiss of teeth) what’s it called, Boys 
in Da Hood, and you look at films like that I think a lot of black people actually want to be like 
that, like obviously in America they got Bloods and Crips and then a lot of people round here 
it’s called S&G (shanks & guns) and Black Mafia and ting and all these guys yeah their just 
trying to follow that way of life if you know what I’m saying. And what I’m saying is I don’t 




I think that is a good way to be known more than just um… like have a like a goal in life like 
ahh yeah in five years time I want to do this I want to become this, I want to do this I want to 
go there I want to, like you must have lots of options I think only people, people that usually 
live in like erm, like in the hood and they only get brought up by like their mum or whatever, 
they’re not really erm, they only see today they only like ahh yeah…They’ve only got one mind 
but obviously my dad says yeah I could be an actor, I could be a footballer, I could set up my 
own business I could do this I’ve got different options in my head they’ve only got one option 
ahh let me go and shot, let me go and sell some drugs so I can get some money that’s their life 
like obviously I see more than today I see my life in five years time I think oh year in five years 
time I wanna do this cause its gonna benefit me in the future if you know what I’m saying and 
then obviously the more… if I’m doing good in the future then obviously if I have kids and 














I don’t think it represents black people… well it does represent black boys and that’s why 
most of us do get stereotyped but I don’t think it represents black culture, them stabbing each 
other does not mean that they’re representing being black, it just represents ignorance and a 
lack of knowledge and understanding. They don’t know that killing one another doesn’t get 
any where it just leads to jail and shattered lives and families really, that doesn’t show that you 
















It’s a jealous thing, it’s a jealous and respect ting. If they see you with something their 
obviously gonna want it, they like it and they want it so… and they probably ain’t got enough 
money to buy it, so they probably go out robbing. The respect ting, now that’s something 
different, like if you say something about them in the wrong way or something like that then 
they just go nuts, just go mad, it’s stupid though. 
He	goes	on	to	state	that:	
	
No it’s the way you’ve been brought up actually, it’s the person who brought you up, like if 
they didn’t tell you or discipline you or teach you respect, them simplicities there, or anything, 
then that’s why I think there’s this gun crime and knife crime and all that. It’s the way they 
we’re brought up, they probably never had a dad or a mum, or something bad happened, 
something like that, and then they just had a little madness and they have been going through 



























[…] The thing is it’s the lifestyle that you live in. I couldn’t imagine to live in an estate, like 
where they’re kind of pressured into like fighting and stuff and like gangs and stuff, ‘cos if like 
you don’t go in them your practically like an enemy of your estate, an like I live in Dulwich so 
it’s kind of like a nice peaceful area which like, yeah its very peaceful, like but uh and like the 
upbringing, the opportunities, I think money plays like quite a big hole in like every bodies 
lives, like the money that you have effects the whole lifestyle like, um like when I was younger I 
used to never be able to like be allowed out to roam the streets and like, ‘cos my parents saw it 
as a bad thing and like you need to just like stop, learn and like, do your activities that’s when 
you can go outside because that’s what you have to do. Some people don’t have those 
opportunities, so tend do go on the streets and then they start going round and killing each 
other, and like it’s mostly to do with like kind of like, they see people as weak and they target 

























R) Do you think that your persuaded in any way, or seduced in any way by road culture and 
the culture that is out there are you seduced in any way, is it something that you need to 
really think you know what that’s something I really need to leave alone, is it something that 
sometimes seduces you in any way, is it something that is tempting in any way? 
 
MJ13) No I wouldn’t say it’s tempting but if someone was like, cause I still got a little bit of 
anger in me like if someone was to try and start like a little row with me, I’m not that type of 
one to back down, like I most probably just try and stand up for my human rights as I have a 
will to do, I stand up for my human rights then most probably like I see its getting a bit too 
rough and that I most probably say na I aint got time for it lets leave it and walk away. 
 








R) Ok, so the problem is, is really that if someone was going to come and do you wrong, you 
would really feel aggrieved and want to stand your ground? 
 
MJ13) Yeah I’d stand my ground I’d feel more a point like stand my ground not do anything 
 
R) Even if that was to lead to death? 
 
MJ13) I wouldn’t say if it were to lead to death, like if a weapon was to get involved like if 
someone was to pull out a gun or anything like that, then I would obviously like back down 
then leave it for another day then yeah. 
 




complete, that you know who you are as a person, your quite solid in how you are as a person 
or do you think, your still susceptible to some influences, do you think your identity is still 
developing? 
 
MJ13) I think I’m still seduced in some of it but most of it I would turn down. 
 
R) So do you think that you’re caught in between, you sometimes can be… you know you’re in 
between your half in half out? 
 
MJ13) Yeah I would say I’m half in half out yeah kind of ish yeah. 
 
R) Ok, so does that mean that sometimes you can be persuaded by friends to maybe hang out 
on the road and be on the road? 
 
MJ13) Yeah, like sometimes I would be at home, around 10pm then I will mostly get a phone 
call like more than 5 phone calls saying come out MJ come out, so I would just say you know 
what, since they have called me I will come out and I won’t have any like motivations I will 
just be walking around the road, just walking around mostly looking for trouble something 
like that. 
 
R) Could it lead to your friends saying oh, you know what I’m just, I might just roll out with a 
one shank tonight, you know I might roll out with that this evening, or I might just, I feel like 
you know kind of you know smoking something or doing something, does any of that stuff 
occur, does it draw you into that?  
MJ13) Na ‘cos I know like, ‘cos I make dispatches of what friends I know like to come out of 
my house with them, not to like… say I’ve got two sets of friends, I’ve got ones that I know 
that are… that won’t go out there and go out with those lot, but I know they’ll end up rolling 
out with a knife coming out with a gun but then  I’ve got other friends that are like oh yeah 
let’s go out and have a good time try this off, but if we do end up getting moved to then we will 


























R) Ok, and if we explore that then, and then we explore, what is going on out there, these kids 
that are murdering one another, do you think there is a lack of that structured black identity 
of them knowing what black culture is, the heritage and what it is about, do you think there is 
a lack of that? Do you think they are lost, they become lost, their identities are unstable and 
they’ve entered into what they have entered into because they are lost, because they don’t 
have that structure, because their dads didn’t show them that moral sense of boundary, 
because they didn’t grow up with those strong African moral values, or the values of their 
country of origins, and do you think that they are really just lost kids are they just lost kids? 
 
HO18) I would say so yeah because obviously these kids keep murdering, murdering one 
another in gang violence they find ‘cos they are not secure themselves, they find security in 
groups, so that is why they do what they do, I think maybe if they had a stronger identity they 
would be able to act on their own not just act on so many influences and clearly negative 
influences around them. 
 
R) Right, ok, very important there, so almost the group is their family? 
 
HO18) Yeah definitely. 
 
R) Ok, and they derive their sensibilities from that group from their ‘family’? 
 




enough, otherwise if they did enough, if they catered for their child the way they should, they 
wouldn’t have been going down such a bad road of life and obviously that has made them, 
maybe the part in the right way and on this new path they’ve met, ‘cos they had no guidance, 
they’ve met people that, they might not know it but  who negatively influence them to such a 

















R) Ok and how do you feel, do you feel as if your against, you have a stable identity or do you 
find that your persuaded by peers, or to hang out to have fun or to be part of another form of 
black culture? 
 
HI8) I think everyone has been influenced at some time or another by peers or older people 
but I believe me as myself, I perhaps have succumbed to pressure before but I think me now, I 
am confident in myself, I’m comfortable with myself to make my own decisions so if my 
friends are doing something which I don’t approve of then I won’t do it, like I’ll try to help 
them also but like won’t… if I don’t believe something is right then I won’t do it the way I am 
now. 
 
R) And how would you describe your age now and you identity now, do you think that now 
your more stable, you know that you’re going to be approaching your work and just getting 
on with that or do you think, that you have still got some temptation from people who are on 





Hi8) Nah there is definitely no temptation from the road or, yeah to go down the wrong path, 
none what so ever, there’s I would say minimal temptation from lessons maybe to talk, well I’ll 
be getting straight on to work, I won’t lie I’m not the perfect student, I don’t just knuckle 
















If I had a confrontation with someone then I will try to sort it out verbally and if I don’t like 
someone then I just won’t talk to someone I won’t interact with someone, if someone in a gang 
doesn’t like someone, then they’ll probably try to beat them up, stab them, rob them for 
instance and me I think, I think I’m probably a polar opposite, I like to interact with 
everyone, regardless of age, race, sex, whereas people in gangs may only interact within a 
tight circle, for fear of maybe someone telling info on them for instance, I think I’m different, 
I’m glad I’m different, I’m glad I haven’t grown up thinking, ok if this person steps on my 











R) And what do you think is the difference between the black on black, between the kids that 
are your age that are engaged with the black on black crime, with knives and guns, the 
difference between them and the difference between you and the way that you see your fellow 
black boys, and the way that you see yourself and the way that you interact in your world. 
What do you think is the difference between the way you are as a person and those boys out 
there that are committing this knife and gun crime? 
 
JW4) Well I think it’s because I’ve grown up with a family that’s really tightly packed 
together, and because of my religion also being a Christian I think that has helped me as well, 
and knowing that I have my parents there and my older brothers I know that I can’t make 
certain mistakes, I can learn off them instead of having to do it myself, whereas there other 
people that might be doing the gun crime and the killing may not have had that type of um, 
they might not have people like that to learn by so they might have to do it themselves which 












Yeah I think um my identity has come mainly from my background and from my parents 
teachings I feel that they have brought me up to be a mature young black man. 
He	goes	on	to	state:	
	













R) When do you think that (discipline) really needs to begin? 
LH9) At a young age, again like I was taught in reception nursery, I was taught that, to respect 
the elders and respect everyone around me and to listen to what the elders told me. 
 
R) So would you say that it is quite near to impossible that you could um go in that direction? 
In that negative direction, in the direction of violence and gangs and that sort of thing, would 
you say that at the age you are now and with the head that you have got your shoulders, it’s 
impossible? 
 
LH9) Unless something happens, nothing is impossible because you’ve got friends with 
influence, but I’ve managed to stay away from it for this long, so I don’t see how anyone can 
influence me from now to thing, ‘cos in year 11 it’s like I’ve really put my mind set on to 
something I want to do. 
 
R) So then would you say the type of black culture that you have been raised in almost your 
armor against these negative forces, like if they tried to penetrate you would have on armor 
which would make it exceedingly difficult for that negativity to penetrate you? 
 
LH9) Yeah and plus see in my culture and plus the person I am yeah I think that’s my armor 



















feuds, stupid feuds and getting kicked out of schools for no reason and as I said do good things 
and you’ll get good things in return… it’s kind of like when you get a taste of it you want to 
keep doing it again but sometimes it just gets a hold of you growing up as a teenager as well so 
you gotta not take it all in at the end of it is worth it. 
 
R) Do you think it would ever be possible for you to be turned to the dark side for you to be 
turned to the darker dimensions of black culture? 
NS6) Never, no, I would never allow it. 




R) And what makes it impossible, what is that strong fire that’s burning in you that makes it 
impossible? 
 
NS6) Umm family and mostly my ambition to what I want to be when I grow up and that 
involves staying ahead on the right path so that’s strong fire. 
 
R) And does being a black male mean for you in the way that you carry yourself in the way 
that you walk, you talk you carry yourself, what does being a black male mean you know 
what does that mean to be a black male in the way you express yourself in the way you carry 
yourself In the way you, in the way you are as a person? 
 
NS6) Um it means being a bigger man and also being more mature, some well in Jamaica most 
Jamaicans or kids you hear will say that they were brought up with discipline and not many 
people in the UK have that opportunity to be brought up like that so, I would say you have to 















do it, if I want to do something the I’ll do it, like that’s something that’s kind of bring me out 
more opportunities, like leadership courses that I’ve done and my bronze crest award that I 
won for engineering, so it’s kind of like helped, kind of, ‘cos you can speak your own mind, ‘cos 
people like when you speak your own mind like say somebody answered a question you could 
just go and say what they would want to say, but like if you say what you really wanna say you 















SA1) I would say one, my Christian background is helping me ‘cos I got to understand that, 
well the fact that someone is say something about you doesn’t mean it’s gunna affect you. Like 
is like what about right someone says to you yeah, for it to affect you, it’s based upon you to 
accept it. So maybe someone curses you, if you think oh yeah he’s cursing me and it’s hurting 
me, then if someone curses you and you don’t care about it then so it’s basically based upon 
your mind and how you program your mind to think, how to taking things. So like if someone 
curses you, fair enough, or you just laugh about it, then you just ok, yeah for me I’ve made up 
my mind. 
 
R) So your Christian background has helped you? Has there been anything else that has 
helped you to be so strong in who you are and to reject the nonsense that people throw at you? 
What has given you such a firm rooting that you can’t be moved? That your able to reject 
that. Is there anything else apart from Christianity that has given you that solid base? 
 
SA1) Well one, I would say my mum, like sometimes she tells me I don’t have to care about 















I was ummm, raised in Africa so obviously I’ve got the primary resources, yeah the prime 
knowledge of what being African and black is yeah. Also sometimes reading books and other 










R) But what keeps you from going that road though, what allows you and gives you the mind 
to keep you from wanting to go the easy route of going on the road and you know if somebody 
disrespects you, you know stabbing them or shooting them, what stops you from being part of 
that whole grouping, that whole black grouping and it’s quite a popular grouping, you know 
it’s quite popular that, so what separates you from them, what keeps you going down your 
road, and not getting into trouble, or joining those gangs? 
 
TA15) Yeah ‘cos I know it is not easy, I know it’s more difficult, I know from other people 
that got involved in stuff like that, it’s harder on them, they might put on the act to say, or 
make raps or songs and act like they’re swimming in money but it’s really not like that, like 
yeah they might have a car, but it’s a rental, yeah they might have £10000 in cash but their 
bank account is £0 like all what they do doesn’t really bring a significance and yeah I just 







Really no-one really listens to what their parents say, until they either here it from someone on 
their level either being the same age or they see it for them self and that’s yeah taking into 
account some of the stuff my mum has said, and taking that on board but really unless I see it 















R) Ok, I think we may have, do you find that it is hard for people to make you angry, do you 
find that it is very difficult? 
 
KP16) Yeah it’s very, actually no-one has made me they could make me angry but I have 
never retaliated in a bad way cause to be honest, I have never had a fight in this school 
actually I’ve never had a fight in my life to be honest yeah. 
 
R) And is that just because, because you know who you are and your quite secure, you don’t 
mind avoiding it, it’s like ok you do that I’m here your there? 
 
KP16) Yeah, For example someone could like come to you like when its snowing someone 
could come to you like throw a snowball in your eye for no apparent reason maybe they think 
that you were the one that threw a snowball at them they throw it in your eye thinking just 
ignore them your better than that. Don’t get involved then they’ll want their own fight you 




that cause that way the person that probably do that thing will be thinking well this person is 
not acting bad so he might be thinking about their own self as well, like maybe they need to 
change  a bit if you show them an example. 
 




R) So it’s made you quite resilient hasn’t it, so is that the secret to a good life and to success, or 
it’s at least a good start? 
 




KP16) It’s also a good way to do that and go on with your life really, and yeah have respect, 















R) And so with your structure and the way that your mind is organized and all of these things, 
really is that side of things that kind of darker dimension of black masculinity and the darker 
dimension of black humanity, is that really something that is, is that something your would 
describe in your terms of seeing it as abstract, to personally your way of life? 
 
HO18) Yeah it’s abstract to me because, obviously I know people like who do stuff like that 




if you are so totally convinced and I can’t do much to help then, then I can’t do much to help 
you, it’s as simple as that, if you want to do it that way, if you want to live your life that way 
then, there comes an age where you need to account for your own actions, and I just have to 
account for mine, and I’ve got to make sure that in my head I’m doing the right thing, even 













R) Ok, so where do you, do you think any of your distraction, ok I’ll lead to that, but where 
do you think your head is in comparison to some of the black kids that are out there, in this 
knife and gun crime business and taking part in gangs and you know hanging out on the road 
side, and you know just, being noisy on the back of the bus, just spitting rhymes at the back 
of the bus and you know just all of this behaviors, what do you think about it? Why does it 
happen? What’s in the brains of those boys that are doing it? How have they got to this thing 
there and what is going on with it, and how, where are you, in relation to that side of things? 
 
RW20) Well I think I have got a stable mind because I know, and I make my own decisions 
and if I don’t want to do something, I don’t want to do it and I’m not going to be forced into 
doing something that I don’t want to do, and plus I’ve seen things that has happened to other 
people, where there is stabbings, and things like that, where I have heard about and I’m 
thinking ok, if that is happening to them, if I get involved then that is going to happen to me, 















AD12) Nas like he’s really inspired me as well listening to his songs, I don’t know if you 
know much about him? 
 
R) Yeah of course. 
 
AD12) But Nas it’s like he doesn’t talk about gang violence he talks about his life and how his 
life wasn’t perfect, most black peoples life are not perfect and if sometimes we feel like to give, 
and that’s why most people go down the wrong path, so like listening to other people, that 
helps as well and ‘cos he has unlocked his one, he’s unlocked it but he’s not perfect guy, but 














I think my role models my uncle to be honest because he’s a lawyer and then its got to do with 
money in a way to me I think but then again as we’ve seen and then your known as that 
person and everybody wants to look up to you and say ahh I want to be like that person and 
then why because he’s got that money he’s the chief of that, he’s come down from that 















Definitely look up to my um parents my mum in particular who like I say came from a 
Nigerian back ground struggled, I look up to people, black people who overcome obstacles 
such as Usain bolt, um people who are generally took the positive road even people who took 
the negative road but have bettered themselves and changed, yeah so they are the people I 
look up to, I look up to Mrs. G in the school who is trying to make black people a better race 














Main role models I would have to say are my father, because he’s come from a place where it 
was a bit hard for him to grow up but he’s made it through and he’s now got a family and a 
good job. So I think I can look up to him and say I wanna be like him when im older, so yeah I 













My mum and my uncle, my mum because she raised me and my sister by herself my uncle 
because I see him as a man who never does anything wrong and I want to be that kind of 
person. Like he’s not academically bright he’s a bus driver but his life he lives he doesn’t 












R) And who would you say are your main role models now? 
 
NS6) Um I haven’t really got really a role model it is just people who like really helped me to 
show that they care like helped me to benefit what I want to be like give that extra effort like 
even in their own time to help me. 
R) And who are those people? 
 
NS6) Um from like my cadets like my squadron leader KM he is a good role model um some of 















Yeah Religion is a good way of, cause erm recently I’ve only just started to think of religious 
terms like the start of this year I didn’t really know about it until my friend spoke to me 
about it cause before he used to have like anger problems and stuff like this, and he went to 
church he learnt why he had these anger problems and it’s the bad forces are pulling him 
down but he’s got to fight them and get closer to god if you understand what I’m saying. 
Which will help it to… religion is the easiest way to explain it. 
He	(AD12)	further	asserts	that:	
	
I’m getting to know more, I’m learning everyday um about myself, or find about how others, 
but mostly about myself I’m learning I’m able to do certain stuff, that I didn’t think I could 
do, ‘cos I’m saying with my mind like before I didn’t think before I spoke, and once I spoke 
to my friend about it, it’s very easy now, the way he explained it to me, he said that it’s like 
there is a bad side of you, like god has out there to see, if your power full enough to break 
through it, and they will keep coming back at you until you truly believe he said that, we are 
so powerful, that once we unlock it we can tell a seed to come out of the ground and grow fly, 
we could do anything basically because we are built in the same way as god we are not any 

















I think because of the religion it kind of help you discipline your own self, My religion is about 
discipline as well if you’re a Christian in classes in Christian church like there’s classes for 
like children they will tell you all about discipline they tell you many things about what you 










R) Is there any religious focus in your life, any community religious focus, is there a 
religious focus in your life? 
 
HO18) Oh yeah I’m a devote Christian, so that also like gives me a sense of maybe even a 
higher sense of right and wrong, and there is certain ways to do stuff and there is certain 
things you shouldn’t do, yeah there is a focus there. 
 




R) And you find that they are all pushing you in the same direction? 
 
HO18) Yeah I would say so.		
















NS6) I am sure yes cause even if I didn’t join cadets time ago, I used to be a bit laid back just 
enjoying the time while I had and not getting most of my education up most about it ever 
since my mum put me in cadets I’ve really like structured my timing like ironing the 
uniform getting my boots polished getting my work on time so… 
 
R) So that really does help to keep you out of trouble then doesn’t it? 
 
NS6) Yeah. A lot 
 
R) Yeah. And do you think that more black boy’s could benefit from that kind of structure? 
 
NS6) I would say yes ‘cos in cadets there’s lot’s of opportunities they can do, you go trips, um 




NS6) You get to go rifle shooting and badges marksman lots of stuff, competitions… 
 
R) Wow so would you say then… very interesting so would you say then that the flying the 
planes, the shooting the rifles the you know the whole all of those things would you say that 
those are things which help you to explore your masculinity? 
 
NS6) I would say yes because there’s a lot of ways explore that but in my personal view cadets 
is for me is the best way, discipline shooting, playing, driving, athletics, football classic um so 
yeah. 
He	(NS6)	goes	on	to	state	that:	
When I first joined cadets and there were people seeing me in my uniform, when I get to the 
next level of uniform they want to see I tell them what I do as a cadet and they actually some 
of them join up, so it’s kind of like a role model as well as achieving excellence because even 
say as a Jamaican who earns his pay cheque at the end of the week and then he comes out of 
the store with a nice suit, other people who are like him before see’s that they wanna be just 






















R) Ok, is there anything in the community that you do, is there any community things that you 
get involved with, church or? 
 
RW20) Yeah I go to church and I go football and that just keeps me away from everything. 
 
R) Ok, so that also the environment, you’ve got church and you’ve got football and that keeps 
you off of …? 
 
RW20) Yeah it does. 
 
R) Ok, and what ok so the church and the football, do they give you a strong sense of 
direction, the church and the football, is there discipline there, is there focus there? 
 
RW20) Yeah because in the football aspects of it, you know that you have to turn up on time 
and you have to be playing good or else you are not going to start the match, and obviously 
everyone wants to start the match, when your competing with other people to start the match, 






















Its like there are two parts of the world basically, like em there’s the western part and yeah… 
I think the poorer parts of the world they are like more disciplined not necessarily but I think 
they’re more disciplined cause they’re taking their education seriously where in this place 
everyone, people tend to take things for granted sometimes yeah I do that many times too but 
when I look at things when I look back at the world that I came from I start to think like wow 
I need to change cause people are suffering like, people are suffering and I’m taking things 
for granted like this and it has to change in a way so it does help me see things better and 




















R) Ok, now how does that differ from school here, what do you think are the main differences 
between that education system and the education system that you find your self in today? 
 
RW20) Well it’s different because over there if you don’t pass your exams or anything like 
that your basically stuck, whereas over here if you pass your exam you can just go on benefits 
or things like that which I think is a factor of how hard it is out there, so you have to be on top 











And so do you feel that really um being Jamaican and being brought up in Jamaica has really 
taught you to value education a lot more than the kids that are raised out  here? 
 
Um yes ‘cos like It’s like given the opportunity of a lifetime to study like in the UK one of 
the top countries and like not many people in Jamaica or poor countries like this get this 












































I mean being black is my identity for instance and also I think it’s something that I sort of 
thrive on, cos people see me and they think, is he intelligent, well, but then I’ll show them like 

















I try to have a good relationship with my teachers because then it does make learning much 
fun, much more fun, and it does make it much more easier and it makes me more relaxed so I 
can do the work. Obviously when I was a bit younger from round about year 7 to 9 I would 
just be like messing about and just being like pressured by like other people, then as I got 
older I got more mature and now I think that messing about there is no time for that, so I’d 
like to just get down and do my work even if I don’t have that kind of relationship with my 
teacher, he still teaching and she still teaching and I’m still learning so I’m just doing what I 
can to learn. 
He	goes	on	to	state	that:	
	
[…] We’re going to do our education and we’re going to get our exam results and we’re going 

















R) Ok and your able to now, just focus 100% on your academic study? 
LH9) Yeah focus but I don’t say a 100% ‘cos there is always going to be distractions 
somewhere. 
 
R) Ok nearer 99% then? 
 








Most teachers tell me, even my parents if you want to really do your best you have to 
selfish with your education your own learning take time off school, take time off 









In year 7 I kind of saw it, kind of like, ‘cos some of the teachers would give the white children 
more opportunities, like they would help them more, but then I just thought you know what 
it’s up to them if they want to do that, I can learn on my own, and like I was like failing 
math’s because like my teacher wouldn’t like me or thing, but like I just studied constantly 
and I just got an A* in my exam, so in my math’s exam like, and like I didn’t have to like 
thank the teacher for it ‘cos I did it myself and like it’s just stuff like, um some people do like 
see it as that, like you just have to look at it in a different way really, yeah and right just get 
on with it ‘cos at the end of the day it’s not really her, she’s got her stuff already she can 











You get some black people who are not as so motivated as me it’s just because of like well my 
family like, all of them are quite smart like, yeah, so like even my mum will tell me oh you see 
like my uncle he did that, he did that, he did that, so I should be able to bring that so that’s the 










Well yeah I’ve got an A* in geography which I am really happy about, and I’ve got other’s 
I’ve got C’s and B’s so I would say I’m pretty average, but yeah. 
This	respondent	(TL17)	states	that	he	has	achieved	an	A*	in	geography	and	C’s	and	B’s	






R) And how would you describe your achievement now, let’s get into your achievement how 
would you describe your achievement, and do you find that you can study a lot more with a 
clear head because your secure in your identity, your not having to muck about as much, your 
not having to explore your identity as much, your not as insecure, do you find that, that allows 






HO18) Yeah obviously that provides more space for you to be like driven and motivated 
because, you don’t have the distraction of kind of learning more about your identity because 
I’m already secure in it, so I can afford to focus on things that are more, like apparent and 













R) So do you think then that your secure identity, which stops you from searching for who you 
are allows you the time to just get on with the study, there are very few distractions? 
 
KP16) Yeah there are very few distractions. 
 
R) Very few? 
 




I never have problems with teachers get into trouble with teachers, but it just has to do with 

















R) Yeah, so when you’re in the classroom when you’re actually in the classroom, then would 






TA15) No, not all the time. 
R) So what sorts of things would distract you when you are in the classroom learning? 
TA15) Stuff like, socializing, yeah my social life, sometimes spills over into my school life, yeah 












Yeah that could be one of the stuff that distracts me from my academic pursuits or whatever, 
like if your getting stereotyped by a teacher, that is the person you are learning from so that 
definitely distracts your learning, no matter how much you try to avoid it, so like having a 


















R) So the only thing you would say have distracted you really from your studies is obviously 
the very sad circumstances, and the teachers that sometimes don’t handle you in the way you 
should be handled? 
AK11) Yeah I think that’s true and I have my times when I’m like distracted in class just like 
playing about in class, but I try to avoid it sometimes, but sometimes I’m influenced into it, 
then I think to myself, when I think about it I think to myself how could I be influenced into it, 
how can I avoid it next time and then why did I listen to that person and so on. 
 
R) What kind of playing is it, is it more like kind of chatting, is it more oral like calling one 
another names or just ramping or just brushing one another, just kind of just, is It just 
brushing on another just calling on another just names and just brushing? 
 
AK11) It’s just like little joking brushing things like, playing about in class just laughing 

















R) ok so how focused would you say that you are in your academic work then, based on this 
knowledge that you have, and everything, does that allow you to focus 100%? 
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